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Abstract
Choosing an objective function for an optimization problem is a
modeling issue and there is no a-priori reason that the objective function must be linear. Still, it seems that linear 0-1 programming formulations are overwhelmingly used as models for optimization problems
over discrete structures. We show that this is not an accident. Under
some reasonable conditions (from the modeling point of view), the
linear objective function is the only possible one.
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Introduction

Many standard combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated as
linear 0-1 programming problems, i.e.,
max{wT x : x ∈ H ⊂ {0, 1}n }.

(1)

More generally, any function P : {0, 1}n × Rn → R defines an optimization
problem
max{P (x; w) : x ∈ H ⊂ {0, 1}n }.
(2)
Another way of formulating this problem is to utilize the obvious one-toone correspondence between vectors x ∈ {0, 1}n and subsets S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}:
x is the incidence vector of the set S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} if and only if
xi = 1 ⇔ i ∈ S.
Hence, the set of feasible solutions H can be viewed as a hypergraph on
[n] := {1, . . . , n}, that is, a collection of subsets of [n]. Throughout we will
assume that [n] 6∈ H. (This assumption is not so restrictive since we can always compare the optimal solution of the problem (2) and P ((1, . . . , 1)T ; w).)
In this setup, problem (2) is the problem
max{fS (w) : S ∈ H}

(3)

where H is a hypergraph on [n], w = (w1 , . . . , wn )T ∈ Rn is a vector of problem parameters (weights associated to elements of [n]), and, for every S ∈ H,
fS is a real valued function (fS : Rn → R) defined by fS (w) = P (xS ; w)
where xS stands for the incidence vector of the set S. For example, the family
P
of 2n − 1 functions {fS(L) : Rn → R : S ⊂ [n]} defined by fS(L) (w) = i∈S wi
defines the objective function P (x; w) = wT x, i.e., the linear 0-1 programming problem. Note that any collection of 2n − 1 functions {fS : Rn → R :
S ⊂ [n]} defines an objective function P and, hence, the problem (2). For
a given objective function P , let F (P ) := {fS : Rn → R : S ⊂ [n]} (fS are
defined as above).
It might not be surprising that, among all possible formulations of problem (2), the linear 0-1 programming problems are the most studied ones.
Even this simple case (simple compared to general formulation (2)) is not
well understood: there are various choices for H to make problem (1) NPcomplete. (For example, choosing H to be the set of all Hamiltonian cycles
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of the complete graph on k vertices, n = k(k − 1)/2, gives the traveling
salesman problem with edge weights given by w = (w1, . . . , wn )T .)
What seems a bit more surprising is that linear 0-1 programming formulation (1) is used (almost exclusively) as a mathematical model for optimization problems over discrete structures. Choosing an objective function for a
problem is a modeling issue and there is no a-priori reason that the objective
function must be linear. Is this really accidental or there are some reasons
behind widespread use of linear 0-1 programming formulation?
The least one should expect from a satisfactory model is that conclusions
that can be drawn from the model are invariant with respect to the choice
of an acceptable way to represent problem parameters. For example, in the
traveling salesman problem, if w1 , . . . , wn represent edge lengths (or cost
of using an edge), then w1 , . . . , wn can be expressed in meters or feet or
kilometers or miles or . . . (US dollars, Danish kroner, Croatian kunas, . . . )
In fact, whenever w1 , . . . , wn are numerical representations of problem data,
it is likely that, for any λ > 0, λw1 , . . . , λwn are also acceptable numerical
representations of data. This amounts to changing the unit of measurement
(e.g., λ = 2.54 describes the change from inches to centimeters, λ = 5.75
describes the change from US dollars to Danish kroner, etc). Hence, it is
reasonable to assume that problem (2) satisfies the following property:
∀w ∈ Rn , ∀λ > 0 :
P (x∗ ; w) = max{P (x; w) : x ∈ H}
⇔
P (x∗; λw) = max{P (x; λw) : x ∈ H}

(4)

In other words, the conclusion of optimality (“x∗ is an optimal solution”)
should be invariant under positive linear scaling of problem parameters w
(that is, replacing w by λw, λ > 0).
Remark. Measurement theory provides a mathematical foundation for analysis of how data is measured and how the way data is measured might affect
conclusions that can be drawn from a mathematical model. Scales of measurement where everything is determined up to the choice of the unit of measurement (e.g., measurement of mass, time, length, monetary amounts,. . . )
are called ratio scales. In measurement theory terminology, requirement (4)
is the requirement that the conclusion of optimality for problem (2) is meaningful if w1 , . . . , wn are measured on a ratio scale. Informally, a statement
3

involving scales of measurement is meaningful if its truth value does not
depend on the choice of an acceptable way to measure data related to the
statement. (More about measurement theory can be found in [3]. More about
applying concept of meaningfulness to combinatorial optimization problems
can be found in [2, 4, 5].)
A central question that motivates the work in the paper is whether there
exists an objective function P with the following property:
Invariance under Linear Scaling (ILS). For any choice of a nonempty
set of feasible solutions H ⊂ {0, 1}n , requirement (4) is satisfied.
Clearly, the answer is: Yes. For example, the linear objective function
P (x, w) = wT x has property (ILS).
Are there any other objective functions having property (ILS)? We will
argue that, provided that the objective function has some other reasonable properties, the linear objective function is essentially the only objective
function having property (ILS). Of course, the key word here is “reasonable”. In order to describe these “reasonable” properties we again turn to
the representation of an objective function P by the corresponding family
F (P ) = {fS : Rn → R : S ⊂ [n]}:
Locality (L). It is reasonable to assume that the value fS (w) depends only
on the weights corresponding to the elements from S. In other words, changing the weight wj corresponding to any element j 6∈ S, will not change the
value of fS . More precisely, if
∀S ⊂ [n], ∀j 6∈ S :

∂fS
=0
∂wj

we will say that the family F (P ) (or P ) is local (has property L).
Normality (N). The weights w should (in a transparent way) indicate the
value of fS for all singletons S. We will say that the family F (P ) (or P )
is normalized (has property (N)) if, for any singleton {i} and any w ∈
Rn f{i} (w) = wi (i.e.,f{i} restricted to the i-th coordinate is the identity
function).
The property (N) should not be considered restrictive: if F (P ) were not
normalized, it would make sense to reformulate the problem by introducing
new weights w̄ defined by w̄i := f{i} (wi ). Of course, all other fS would need
to be redefined: f¯S (w̄) := fS (w).
4

Completeness (C). For any nonempty S, unbounded change in w should
result in unbounded change in fS (w). In fact, we will require that fS (Rn ) =
R. In other words, if for every nonempty S ⊂ [n], fS ∈ F (P ) is surjective,
we say that F (P ) (or P ) is complete (has property (C)).
Separability (S). The rate of change of fS (w) with respect to changing wi
should depend only on wi (and not on the values of wj , j 6= i). Furthermore,
this dependence should be “smooth”. More precisely, f is separable (has
property (S)) if for any i ∈ [n], there exists a function gi : R → R, gi ∈
C 1(R), such that
∂f
(w) = gi (wi ).
∂wi
We say that F (P ) (or P ) is separable (has property (S)) if every function
fS ∈ F (P ) is separable.
The separability is arguably the most restrictive of the properties from the
point of view of modeling (in the sense that one might argue that there are
many problems for which any optimization model with the objective function
that has property (S) would not be satisfactory). We will discuss possible
variations of all these properties in Section 3.
The main result of this paper is a characterization theorem:
Theorem 1 Let P be the objective function for the problem (2). Suppose
that F (P ) satisfies (L), (N), (C), and (S). Then P has property (ILS) if
and only if every fS ∈ F (P ) is linear, that is, if and only if for every S ⊂ [n]
there exist constants CS,i , i ∈ S, such that
fS (w) =

X

CS,i wi .

(5)

i∈S

2

Proof of the Theorem

We first give a “workable” reformulation of property (ILS).
Proposition 2 P satisfies (ILS) if and only if
∀S, T ⊂ [n], ∀w ∈ Rn , ∀λ ∈ R+ :
fS (w) ≥ fT (w) ⇔ fS (λw) ≥ fT (λw)

5

(6)

Proof: Note that (4) can be rewritten as
∀w ∈ Rn , ∀λ > 0 :
fS∗ (w) = max{fS (w) : S ∈ H}
⇔
fS∗ (λw) = max{fS (λw) : S ∈ H}

(7)

Obviously, (6) ⇒ (ILS). Conversely, for any S, T ⊂ [n], we define H = {S, T }
which gives (ILS) ⇒ (6).
Homogeneous functions play a central role in the proof of Theorem 1. We
say that f : Rn → R is a r-homogeneous if for every λ > 0 and every w,
f(λw) = λr f(w).
The plan of the proof is as follows: we will first show that properties
(L), (N), (C), and (ILS) imply that every fS in F (P ) is 1-homogeneous.
Then we will use a well known result about homogeneous functions (Euler’s
homogeneity relation) to show that (L) and (S) imply that every fS must
be a linear function.
Lemma 3 Let P satisfy (L) and (ILS). Suppose that fS0 ∈ F (P ) is an
r-homogeneous function. Then, for any T ⊂ [n] such that S0 ∩ T = ∅ and
such that fT (Rn ) ⊆ fS0 (Rn ), fT is also r-homogeneous.
Proof: We need to show that for any w ∈ Rn and any λ ∈ R+
fT (λwT ) = λfT (wT ).
Since fT (Rn ) ⊆ fS0 (Rn ), there exists w0 such that
fS0 (w0 ) = fT (w).
Note that S0 ∩ T = ∅ implies that we can choose w0 such that wj0 = wj for
every j ∈ T (because FS0 has property (L)). Let w00 be such that wi00 = wi0
for every i ∈ S, wj00 = wj for every j 6∈ S. Then, we have
fT (w00) = fT (w) = fS0 (w0 ) = fS0 (w00 )

(8)

where the first and last equality hold because of locality for fT and FS0 ,
respectively. Hence, for any λ > 0,
fT (λw) = fT (λw00 ) = fS0 (λw00 ) = λr fS0 (w00 ) = λr fT (w00 ) = λr fT (w).
6

The first and the last equality holds because of locality of fT and the construction of w00, the second one follows from (6), applied to S0, T and w00,
the third one by r-homogeneity of fS0 , and the fourth one is just (8).
Lemma 4 Let P satisfy (L), (C), and (ILS). Then for any two non-empty
S, T ⊂ [n], fS ∈ F (P ) is r-homogeneous if and only if fT ∈ F (P ) is r-homogeneous.
Proof: If S ∩ T = ∅, then this is a direct consequence of Lemma 3 (since
fS (Rn ) = fT (Rn ) by property (C).
If S ∩ T 6= ∅, then we use the disjoint case above repeatedly as follows:
fS is r-homogeneous if and only if fT \S is r-homogeneous if and only if fS\T
is r-homogeneous if and only if fT is r-homogeneous.
Finally, before proving Theorem 1, we need to prove several facts about
r-homogeneous functions.
Lemma 5 (Euler’s homogeneity relation, [1]) Let f : Rn → R be rhomogeneous and differentiable on the open and connected set D ⊆ Rn . Then
for any w ∈ D
rf(w) =

∂f(w)
∂f(w)
∂f(w)
w1 +
w2 + . . . +
wn .
∂w1
∂w2
∂wk

(9)

Proof: Let G : R+ × Rn → R and H : Rn → R be defined by:
G(λ, w) := f(λw) − λr f(w) = 0,
H(w) :=

∂f(w)
∂f(w)
∂f(w)
w1 +
w2 + . . . +
wn − rf(w).
∂w1
∂w2
∂wn

Since
∂f(λw)
∂f(λw)
1
∂G(λ, w) ∂f(λw)
=
w1 +
w2 +. . .+
wn −rλr−1f(w) = H(λw)
∂λ
∂w1
∂w2
∂wn
λ
we conclude (by setting λ = 1) that H(w) = 0 for all w ∈ D, which is
exactly (9).
Lemma 6 Let f : Rn → R be an r-homogeneous function satisfying property (S). Then there exist constants Ci such that
f(w1 , . . . , wn ) =

n
X
i=1
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Ci wir .

Proof: By property (S), there exist functions gi ∈ C 1(R), so that Euler’s
homogeneity relation (9) can be written as
rf(w) = g(w1 )w1 + g(w2)w2 + . . . + g(wn )wn .

(10)

Taking the partial derivative with respect to the i-th variable we get:
rgi (wi ) =

∂f
(w) = g 0 (wi)wi + g(wi )
∂wi

which must hold for every wi . Hence,
wi g 0 (wi ) − (r − 1)g(wi ) = 0, ∀wi ∈ R.
The general solution of this linear homogeneous ordinary differential equation
is g(t) = Ci tr−1 Hence, from (10) we get
f(w) = C1w1r + C2w2r + . . . + Cn wnr .
Proof of Theorem 1:
Obviously, any family F (P ) where all fS are of the form (5) satisfies relation (6). Hence, by Proposition 2, P has property (ILS).
Conversely, suppose that P has property (ILS). Note that (N) implies that
fS is 1-homogeneous for any singleton S. Hence, by Lemma 4, we conclude
that every fT ∈ F (P ) is 1-homogeneous (f∅ = 0 by (L) and Lemma 3).
Finally, (5) follows from Lemma 6.
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Discussion

Theorem 1 demonstrates that, if we require that the model satisfy some reasonable criteria (i.e., invariance of the conclusion of optimality under linear
scalings of the problem parameters, locality, normality, completeness, and
separability), the choice of the objective function is limited to the choice
among linear objective functions.
It should be noted that full strength of normality (N) and completeness (C) was not necessary for the proof of the theorem. In fact, one can
replace these two properties by the requirement for the existence of an rhomogenous function fS ∈ F (P ) and by requiring that
fS (Rn ) = f{1}(Rn ) = f{2}(Rn ) = · · · = f{n}(Rn ) =

[

T ⊂[n]
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fT (Rn )

(11)

holds. Thus we have the following straightforward generalization of Theorem 1:
Theorem 7 Let P be the objective function for the problem (2). Suppose
that F (P ) satisfies (L), and (S). Furthermore suppose that there exists an
r-homogeneous function fS ∈ F (P ) and that relation (11) holds. Then P
has property (ILS) if and only if for every S ⊂ [n] there exist constants CS,i ,
i ∈ S, such that
X
fS (w) =
CS,i wir .
(12)
i∈S

Locality (L) and Separability (S) imply that the objective function is
smooth (has continuous second partial derivatives). The smoothness was essential in the presented proofs of both Lemma 5 and Lemma 6. It is quite
possible that the properties (L) and (S) can be reformulated so that smoothness is not required and that Theorem 7 still holds. As already mentioned,
the essence of locality (L) is the requirement that the value of the function
fS is independent of the values of wi corresponding to j 6∈ S, and the essence
of separability (S) is that the rate of change of fS with respect of changing
wi depends only on the value of that wi . For example, for any odd p, the
function
P (x, w) = (x1w1p + . . . + xn wnp )1/p
does satisfy locality (L), normality (N), completeness (C), and invariance
under linear scaling (ILS) but is not separable. So, separability is a necessary
property for characterization of linear objective functions.
The objective function defined by (5) is linear, but it is not the objective
function of the linear 0-1 programming problem unless all CS,i are equal.
Additional (symmetry) properties are needed to ensure that. (Some such
properties are presented in [2].)
There are numerous ways to characterize the linear objective function.
Our aim was to characterize it by certain properties that seem reasonable
from the modeling point of view. The basic property around which we build
our characterization is the invariance under linear scalings (ILS). Hence,
in describing other “reasonable” properties, we tried to avoid requiring any
“nice” behavior with respect to additivity of Rn since such property together
with (ILS) would strongly indicate that the objective function must have the
form of the linear functional on Rn . (In our characterization, the additivity
is a consequence of 1-homogeneity and separability.) Clearly, our choice
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of the properties characterizing the linear objective function is subject to
discussion. The goal of this paper was not to argue that the characterization
of the linear objective functions given by Theorem 1 is better or worse than
any other characterization. This paper should only be viewed as an attempt
to answer the question from the title: Why is the objective function linear?
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